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DEFINITIONS 

Business process – a set of activities that help to achieve specific goal of the organization; 

Business process model – formal description of business process in graphical way; 

Business process management – concepts, methods and techniques that support analysis, 

design, implementation and management of business processes in the organization; 

Business process management system (BPMS) – information system that supports business 

process management in the organization; 

Cloud-BPMS – business process management system in cloud computing environment. This 

approach allows organizations to use BPMS technology as a service, thus reducing initial 

costs for implementing BPMS; 

Enterprise information system – information system that is designed to work with large 

amounts of corporate data, or to support and manage business processes of the company; 

Process aware information system – information system that supports business processes in 

organizations, taking into account specifics of business processes and context of the company; 

Agent – anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors and acting 

upon that environment through effectors; 

Software agent – computer system that is situated in some environment and is capable of 

autonomous action in order to meet its design objectives; 

Mobile agent (MA) – software agent that can move within the network while executing; 

Mobile agent system – platform that provides capabilities to create, execute, transfer and 

terminate MAs; 

Strong mobility – agent mobility implementation approach, when MA system captures and 

moves execution state with the agent. In MA systems that support strong mobility it is 

guaranteed that all variables will have identical values after moving MA to another host; 

Weak mobility – agent mobility implementation approach, when MA system captures most 

of a program’s data, but restarts the program from a predefined program point and thus 

requires some programmer involvement at each migration. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Business Process Management (BPM) is becoming more popular in recent years. As a 

result BPM is implemented not only in pilot projects, but also introduced on enterprise level 

[13]. BPM is a set of concepts, methods and techniques that support analysis, implementation 

and management of business processes in organization. Historically business processes more 

often are implemented using traditional approach: employees are familiarized with business 

processes that they are implementing and which are described in internal policies and 

procedures [113]. However, recently BPM related technologies are gaining popularity [13, 

95]. Companies more often start using specialized information systems that support BPM 

implementation [21]. Such systems are called Business Process Management Systems 

(BPMS). 

Analyzing future of BPM researchers agree that cloud computing environments will be 

used to adopt BPM applications [13, 54, 62, 88, 95]. Cloud environments allow organizations 

to reduce initial implementation costs and use BPMS as a service (Software as a Service – 

SaaS). As any successful BPMS implementation requires establishing a solid integration of 

business processes with existing line of business (LOB) applications and organizational data 

sources, moving BPMS to the cloud puts the focus on “cloud to on-premises” integration 

questions. Similar questions are addressed in many studies around integrating SaaS 

applications with on-premises systems and data sources [31, 55, 56, 75, 87, 102, 103, 114, 

118]. Nevertheless, integrating cloud-BPMS with on-premises LOB applications has some 

specific scenarios and requirements that cannot be effectively addressed by using existing 

technologies and patterns [62]. The thesis describes how cloud-BPMS integration challenges 

are solved using mobile agents (MA) technology. 

Motivation of the research 

Analyzing BPMS evolution researchers foresee that cloud computing environments will be 

used to implement BPMS [54, 88]. Market analysts observe the same trend [13, 95]. 

In 2011 Gartner market analysts have performed market research to analyze modern BPM 

technologies, related knowledge areas and IT services [13]. The goal of the research was to 

evaluate how soon specific modern technology, knowledge area or IT service will become 

widely adopted in enterprises, and how significant the effect of the implementation will be.  

Analysts pay special attention to cloud BPM offerings that allow organizations to use 

technology as a service, thus reducing initial implementation costs [13]. Analysts are 

expecting that cloud-BPMS will achieve mainstream adoption within two to five years. This 

gets also reflected in numbers for some BPMS vendors which are observing that more 

revenue is coming from cloud-BPMS offerings in recent quarters [2]. 
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While implementing BPMS it is important to ensure integration with existing enterprise 

information systems. In case of cloud-BPMS SaaS application must be integrated with 

existing on-premises applications. As none of existing technical solutions for integrating SaaS 

and on-premises applications fully addresses specific cloud-BPMS integration requirements 

new integration mechanism should be proposed. 

The goal of the thesis 

The goal of the thesis is to develop mobile agent based mechanism that allows integrating 

cloud-BPMS with existing enterprise information systems and devices, implement this 

mechanism in software system and perform evaluation of developed system. 

The goal is based on the following hypotheses: 

 it is possible to ensure integration between cloud-BPMS and existing enterprise 

information systems and devices by using mobile agents; 

 it is possible to create processes and tools that would allow people having no 

experience in programming to develop mobile agents; 

 it is possible to define universal format of mobile agent packages that addresses 

common requirements of mobile agent systems. 

The tasks of the thesis 

In order to achieve the goal of the thesis the following tasks are specified: 

 analysis of development tendencies and actual research directions in business process 

management area; 

 analysis of problems that are solved by using business process management systems; 

 analysis of implementation aspects of business process management systems; 

 analysis of specific integration requirements of cloud-BPMS and how these are 

addressed by existing integration solutions; 

 analysis of existing mobile agent systems and evaluation of suitability for this 

integration scenario; 

 development of architecture of mobile agent system that enables integration of cloud-

BPMS with on-premises systems and devices; 

 development of prototype that implements all components of proposed architecture; 

 evaluation of developed prototype in approbation scenarios. 

Research objects 

Research objects of the thesis are cloud-BPMS and mobile agent systems. 

Research subject 

Research subject of the thesis is integration scenarios in cloud-BPMS and how these can be 

implemented by using mobile agents. 
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Research methods 

The thesis is based on incompleteness and drawbacks of known systems acquired as a 

result of the analysis of available information sources. Methods of software engineering were 

used to implement prototype of the system. The prototype was approbated in six test 

scenarios. 

Scientific novelty of the thesis: 

 the approach for integrating cloud-BPMS with on-premises systems and devices has 

been developed, that is based on the architecture of mobile agent system proposed in 

the thesis; 

 the algorithm that allows to determine possible approach to integrate mobile agents 

with business process management system has been developed; 

 mobile agent system that is based on using workflows to design and execute agents 

has been developed; 

 common MA package format has been developed. 

Practical value of the thesis 

Practical value of the thesis is related to developed prototype of mobile agent system that 

can be used: 

 to integrate cloud-BPMS with on-premises systems and devices to address 

requirements of specific organization; 

 to validate if proposed approach and architecture of mobile agent system can be used 

in other scenarios; 

 as sample implementation of proposed approach and architecture of mobile agent 

system, that will help to implement similar solutions for other platforms or by using 

different technologies. 

Approbation of the obtained results 

Four presentations on the main results of the research were made in international scientific 

conferences (two of them in foreign countries, i.e. in Lithuania, and two in Latvia): 

 Mislevics, A. An Introduction to Mobile Agent-Supported Business Process 

Management. 4th International Conference: Information Society and Modern 

Business, The Role of Regional Centers in Business Development, May 14-16, 2009, 

Ventspils, Latvia; 

 Mislevics, A. Mobile Agents in Business Process Management. 50th RTU 

International Scientific Conference, October 14-15, 2009, Riga, Latvia; 

 Mislevics, A., Grundspenkis, J. Mobile Agents for Integrating Cloud-Based Business 

Processes with On-Premises Systems and Devices. Baltic DB & IS 2012, Tenth 
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International Baltic Conference on Databases and Information Systems, July 8-11, 

2012, Vilnius, Lithuania; 

 Mislevics, A., Grundspenkis, J. Workflow Based Approach for Designing and 

Executing Mobile Agents. The Second International Conference on Digital 

Information Processing and Communications (ICDIPC12), July 10-12, 2012, 

Klaipeda, Lithuania. 

The main results of the thesis are reflected in five publications: 

 Grundspeņķis, J., Mislēvičs, A., Intelligent Agents for Business Process Management 

Systems. Infonomics for Distributed Business and Decision-Making Environments: 

Creating Information System Ecology. Malgorzata Pankowska (ed.), (Karol 

Adamiecki University of Economics in Katowice, Poland), pp. 97-131, 2010. Citation 

indexed: IGI Global, InfoSci, Google, Amazon, ACM Digital Library, Safari Books 

Online; 

 Mislēvičs, A., An Introduction to Mobile Agent-Supported Business Process 

Management. Proceedings of The 4th International Conference "Information Society 

and Modern Business", Ventspils, Latvia, May 14-16, 2009, pp. 49-57, 2009; 

 Mislēvičs, A., Grundspeņķis, J., Mobile Agents for Integrating Cloud-Based Business 

Processes with On-Premises Systems and Devices, Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence 

and Applications, vol.249: Databases and Information Systems VII, IOS Press, ISBN 

978-1-61499-161-8, pp. 191-203, 2013. Citation indexed: ACM Digital Library, Web 

of Science (Conference Proceedings Citation Index and Book Citation Index – 

Science), DBLP, Google Scholar, SciVerse Scopus, Zentralblatt MATH; 

 Mislēvičs, A., Grundspeņķis, J., Workflow Based Approach for Designing and 

Executing Mobile Agents, Proceedings of The Second International Conference on 

Digital Information Processing and Communications (ICDIPC12), ISBN 978-1-4673-

1105-2, pp. 97-102, 2012. Citation indexed: IEEE Xplore, Elsevier, Thomson Reuters, 

ProQuest, IET, NLM, Google; 

 Mislēvičs, A., Grundspeņķis, J., Integrating Workflow-Based Mobile Agents with 

Cloud Business Process Management Systems, International Journal on New 

Computer Architectures and Their Applications (IJNCAA) vol. 2(4), The Society of 

Digital Information and Wireless Communications, ISSN: 2220-9085, pp. 511-530, 

2012. Citation indexed: Ulrichsweb, INSPEC, EBSCOhost, Academickeys, 

MediaFinder, Google Scholar, Microsoft Academic Research, ResearchGate, Research 

Bible, Scirus, Copernicus Journals Master List, Cabell Directory. 
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The prototype developed in the thesis is approbated in six scenarios: 

 Designing and executing MAs; 

 Protecting sensitive MA configuration information by using encryption; 

 Integrating MA system with cloud-BPMS using SharePoint Online system as an 

example; 

 Signing MA packages using Latvian identification card (eID); 

 Integrating cloud-BPMS with on-premises application: using data from Tildes Jumis 

in SharePoint Online workflow; 

 Integrating cloud-BPMS with devices in local network: using local printer in 

SharePoint Online workflow. 

Structure of the thesis 

The thesis includes introduction, 4 chapters, conclusions, bibliography and 4 appendixes. 

In the introduction the motivation of the thesis, research goals and tasks are defined. 

Applied scientific methods, novelty, practical value of the thesis and approbation of the main 

results are described as well. 

Analysis of business process management area is performed in Chapter 1 in order to 

determine key concepts and elements of BPM, development tendencies and actual research 

directions. 

Chapter 2 is devoted to analysis of enterprise information systems and business process 

management systems, and covers scenarios of how intelligent agents are used in business 

process management systems. 

Analysis of intelligent agents and mobile agents is performed in Chapter 3. It allows to 

identify opened issues in existing implementation of mobile agent systems that make these 

systems inappropriate for cloud-BPMS integration scenarios. To address these issues a newly 

proposed workflow based approach for designing and executing mobile agents and common 

MA package format are introduced. 

Proposed MA system architecture, AgentWF prototype implementation details, approbation 

scenarios and results are covered in Chapter 4. 

Main results of research and conclusions are presented in the last part of the thesis. 

1. BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT 

Business process management (BPM) area has evolved gradually in 20th century. 

Nowadays term BPM has different meanings for different audiences. It is treated as a 

direction of scientific researches, business tool, market category, area of consultancy, 

methodology, or management discipline. 
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The goal of this chapter is to define key concepts and elements of BPM, and analyze 

development tendencies and actual research directions. 

1.1. Key Concepts 

Business process management (BPM) is based on assumption that any product (or service) 

offered by a company is a result of executing a set of activities [113]. Business processes 

allow to organize such sets of activities and analyze dependencies between these. Every 

business process helps to achieve specific goal of the company. 

BPM includes concepts, methods and techniques that support analysis, design, 

implementation and management of business processes in organization. The main goal of 

BPM is to create formal description of business process that includes all activities, 

dependencies between these and existing limitations. Such formal descriptions allow to 

analyze and optimize existing business processes, and implement new ones. 

To describe business process in a formal way, graphical business process model is created. 

Models of business processes are designed using special graphical notations. Notations define 

graphical elements that may be used to construct process model, their properties and 

principles how these elements can be combined. Several notations are used to design models 

of business processes, however their base elements and principles are similar [113]. Business 

Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is one of the most commonly used notations and a 

standard language to describe business process models [74]. To implement designed process 

models and to perform analysis of business processes to identify potential improvements, 

complete BPM process must be implemented in the organization. 

BPM is iterative process that consists of four stages: analysis and design, implementation, 

execution and diagnostics (Figure 1.1) [96, 113]. The process is started by describing business 

process in formal way. This is crucial stage that could be complicated for organizations where 

processes are executed chaotically and every new instance of the process is treated as entirely 

new case. This approach usually does not allow achieving predictable results when executing 

business processes [34]. For every process appropriate performance indicators and their 

expected values must be defined. These are defined by analyzing specifics of the process, 

expectations of customers or offerings of competitors: for example, execution time of the 

process or specific stages. When the process is implemented it should be managed and values 

of appropriate performance indicators must be collected while executing process instances. If 

collected values are worse than expected values defined during analysis phase the process 

must be analyzed to understand what causes this issue: inaccurate process model or 

inappropriate execution quality. When cause of the issue is identified appropriate resolution 

plan is developed and implemented and BPM iteration is repeated. 
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Analysis and Design

Designing process models
Validation
Simulation

Implementation

Select approach: traditional or BPMS
In case of traditional approach:
- write policies and procedures;
- train employees on business processes;
In case of BPMS:
- evaluate and select system to be used;
- deploy and configure the system;

Execution

Support BPMS
Collect performance indicators

Diagnostics

Analyze collected performance indicators
Identify ways of improving the process

 

Figure 1.1. Business process management cycle 

Analysis of business processes is performed gradually at five levels: from high level 

business strategies to implementation details of specific business processes (Figure 1.2) [113]. 

The highest level defines enterprise strategy, describing concepts that ensure long-term 

development of the company. Next, organization strategy is split into specific goals. Each 

goal can be further split into several sub-goals if needed. Third level defines organizational 

business processes – high-level business processes that are documented in plain text, 

specifying inputs, outputs, expected results and dependencies with other organizational 

business processes. Next, for each organizational business process operational business 

processes are defined that provide formal description of organizational business process or 

separate parts of it. At this stage formal process models are created. Operational business 

processes contain information about activities and dependencies between these, however do 

not describe implementation details. Implementation details are described at last level when 

implemented business processes are created. Implemented business process is a specification 

that describes how specific operational business process is implemented (by using 

organizational or technical means). 
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Figure 1.2. Analysis of business processes 

Organizations usually implement business processes by using traditional approach when 

management educates employees on business processes that are documented in internal 

policies and procedures [113]. However, recently more companies start using special software 

systems that support BPM implementation: analysis, design, implementation, execution and 

diagnostics of business processes [21]. These systems are named Business Process 

Management Systems (BPMS). BPMS ensure execution of business processes according to 

defined process models. 

1.2. Evolution of Business Process Management 

Modern BPM concepts are the result of evolution of three major research directions in 

business processes field [36]. These are: quality management, business management and 

information technology approaches. Historically all three approaches were initiated by 

industrial revolution in the end of 19th century. Quality management approach is focusing on 

ideas that must be followed by good managers in order to improve efficiency of work and 

ensure quality of products: simplification of tasks, controlling and analyzing work time, 

ongoing experimenting to find more efficient ways of performing specific task and 

implementing control systems that allow to measure results of processes and reward best-

performing employees. As opposed to quality management, business management approach 

was driven not by engineers and quality control experts, but by business managers who were 

searching for ways of how to make work in organizations more efficient. The main focus is on 

enterprise strategy and ways to organize and manage employees in order to achieve goals of 

the company. Information technology approach is based on using computers and specialized 

software applications to automate and improve business processes. 

Modern BPM trend combines ideas of all three approaches in single BPM approach [36]. 

Research directions are organized in three levels: organizational, process and implementation. 

Organizational level has initiatives that are related to strategy, architecture, process 

management and performance indicators in context of entire organization. Significant 
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research directions are Enterprise Architecture [35, 124], Value Chains [5, 8, 32, 34, 79], 

Business Process Frameworks or Operation Reference Frameworks [4, 36, 80], Process 

Maturity Models [10, 73, 78, 84, 85], Integrated Process Measurement Systems [4, 29, 80, 97] 

and managing transformations in organizations [36]. Process level groups methodologies and 

tools used to analyze and improve business processes. Important research directions are 

Innovations Management [33, 68, 83, 93] and analysis and design of complex business 

processes [36, 37]. Implementation level contains methodologies and technologies used to 

implement and execute business processes. Significant directions are business process 

management systems (BPMS) and standardization and certification in BPM field [36, 52, 

113]. 

1.3. Analysis of Market Situation in Business Process Management Field 

In 2011 Gartner market analysts have performed market research to analyze modern BPM 

technologies, related knowledge areas and IT services [13]. The goal of the research was to 

evaluate how soon specific modern technology, knowledge area or IT service will become 

widely adopted in enterprises, and how significant the effect of the implementation will be. 

Market analysts observe [13] that during the last years BPM is becoming more popular. As a 

result organizations are implementing BPM not only in pilot projects, but also on enterprise 

level. However, BPM implementation requires not only specific knowledge and skills, but 

also changes in organizational culture and work processes [71]. To ensure knowledge and 

skillset required to implement BPM organizations are building internal Business Process 

Competency Centers (BPCC) [13]. BPCC is a department that supports BPM implementation 

in organization and consults other employees, it is involved in all BPM projects, defines 

internal BPM guidelines and makes decisions on BPM standards and tools that are used in the 

organization. It is noted that BPCC is critically important to cultivate BPM knowledge and 

skills in the organization [70, 72]. 

Recently BPM technologies are also becoming more popular [13, 95]. Analysts [13] 

foresee that the following technologies will become widely adopted in enterprises in 

upcoming two years: Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) [22, 23], Business Rule 

Management Systems (BRMS) [11], Case Management Systems [3], Optimization and 

Simulation Solutions [94] and Business Process Management Systems (BPMS) [95]. 

BPMS is BPM technology that provides broad set of features for analysis, design, 

implementation, execution, monitoring and improvement of business processes. Modern 

BPMS products support all phases of BPM iteration. 

Analysts pay special attention to cloud BPM technologies that allow organizations to use 

technology as a service, reducing costs associated with initial implementation [13]. 
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1.4. Conclusions 

Analysis of business process management area has led to the following conclusions: 

 BPM includes concepts, methods and techniques that support analysis, design, 

implementation and management of business processes in organization; 

 Modern BPM research directions are organized in three levels: organizational, process 

and implementation; 

 BPM is iterative process that consists of four stages: analysis and design, 

implementation, execution and diagnostics; 

 Market analysis shows that during the last years BPM is becoming more popular. 

More companies start using special software systems that support BPM 

implementation – BPMS. Analysts pay special attention to cloud BPM technologies 

that allow organizations to use technology as a service, reducing costs associated with 

initial implementation. 

2. BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

In the first chapter by analyzing business process management (BPM) area key concepts 

and elements of BPM are defined and development tendencies and actual research directions 

are analyzed. It is concluded that more companies start using business process management 

systems (BPMS). BPMSs are modern enterprise information systems that are oriented on 

business processes and support BPM implementation in organizations. 

This chapter covers actual trends in enterprise information systems, architectures of 

process aware information systems and possible usages of intelligent agents in business 

process management systems. 

2.1. Enterprise Information Systems: Evolution and Recent Trends 

Enterprise information systems are systems that are designed to work with large amounts 

of corporate data, or to support and manage business processes of the company [15]. 

Enterprise information systems for managing and automating business processes were 

introduced with growing popularity of computers, and were evolving over last 40 years [96]. 

Analyzing development tendencies of enterprise information systems researchers note several 

significant trends [109, 111]. 

Nowadays there are many information systems available that match specific functional 

needs of organizations: for example, operating systems support various devices, database 

management systems allow to work with different amounts and types of information, various 

information systems address specific needs of separate departments (vehicles management, 

issue tracking, human resources management, accounting) [109]. As a result the main goal of 
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developers when implementing enterprise information systems is not to develop specific 

functionality, but to integrate functionality already provided by available systems. 

Another significant trend is that implementation and evolution of enterprise information 

systems had become more dynamic [111]. In the past development of any system had started 

with detailed analysis of requirements and planning of all functions that were provided by the 

system. Nowadays developers must foresee that the system will naturally evolve over time to 

adapt to changes in organizational environment and business processes. As a result it is 

necessary to build integrations with enterprise information systems that already exist in the 

organization [96]. 

The next trend is that nowadays designing enterprise information systems developers are 

focusing on business processes instead of data [96]. Earlier in 1970th and 1980th the main 

goal of information systems was to ensure storing and managing data. Developers were not 

analyzing business processes in which data was used. As a result business processes were 

usually later adapted to specifics of information systems. This approach had changed 

significantly in 1990th when Business Process Reengineering (BPR) methodology was 

introduced. Nowadays process oriented approach prevails [96, 111]. The idea of process 

oriented approach is that the goal of developers when implementing information system is to 

ensure execution of entire business process by building integrations with existing specific 

systems that are used to work with necessary data [7, 96]. As a result new category of 

information systems was introduced named “process aware” information systems [86, 110]. 

These systems support business processes in organizations, taking into account specifics of 

business processes and context of the company. 

Researchers are also noting that cloud computing environments are becoming more 

popular for implementing enterprise information systems. Cloud environments allow 

organizations to use enterprise information systems as services [13, 54, 62, 88, 95]. 

2.2. Process Aware Information Systems 

The core of process aware information system is a workflow. Workflow is automation of a 

business process [123]. First systems of this kind were introduced in 1990th and were named 

Workflow Management Systems (WfMS) [24, 40, 51, 53, 96, 108, 113, 125]. Later software 

vendors started using a name Business Process Management Systems (BPMS) [96, 113]. 

Comparing to WfMS, BPMS supports the entire BPM iteration. WfMS provides functionality 

for analysis and design, implementation and execution of business processes. In addition to 

this, BPMS has diagnostics capabilities, for example, tools for simulation, or collection and 

analysis of performance indicators [111]. 
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Analyzing user requirements analysts conclude that modern BPMS must support the 

following key elements of BPM in organizations [95]: 

 Optimizing the performance of end-to-end business processes, as well as processes 

that might extend beyond the enterprise to include partners, suppliers and customers; 

 Making the business process visible to business and IT representatives through 

business process modeling, monitoring and optimization; 

 Keeping the business process model in sync with process instances during execution; 

 Empowering business users and analysts to manipulate a business process model to 

modify instances of the process; 

 Enabling the rapid integration of processes and underlying systems for continuous 

process improvement and optimization. 

It is obvious that to support these key elements establishing solid integration with existing 

organization’s information systems and data sources is essential [95, 96]. Figure 2.1 shows 

components of modern BPMS. 

The most common architecture for implementing BPMS is Workflow-Oriented BPMS 

(WBPMS) [28, 113]. BPMS of this kind are also called centralized, because these systems 

have a single process which ensures execution of the entire business process. WBPMS are 

straightforward to implement and that’s why popular among developers. However, several 

studies have identified a set of issues with which WBPMS cannot deal so well: for example, 

insufficient automation and flexibility, lack of resource management and non-trivial error 

handling mechanism [27, 28, 57, 67, 77, 107, 113, 123]. As a result various alternative BPMS 

implementation approaches are proposed, like Subject-Oriented BPM, Social BPM, Dynamic 

BPM or by using intelligent agents [6, 12, 13, 16, 41, 42, 43, 44, 58, 89, 101, 123]. 

Data StorageData Storage

Adapters for Enterprise 
Systems

Protocol Handlers

User Interface

Workflow Definition Tools

Workflow Analysis Tools

Adapters for other BPMS

Workflow Engine

 

Figure 2.1. Components of business process management system (adopted from [96]) 
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Analyzing future of BPMS researchers agree that cloud computing environments will be 

used to adopt BPMS applications [54, 88]. Market analysts observe the same trend and pay 

special attention to cloud BPM offerings, expecting that these will achieve mainstream 

adoption within two to five years [13, 95]. Cloud environments allow organizations to reduce 

initial implementation costs and use BPMS as a service (Software as a Service – SaaS). As 

any successful BPMS implementation requires establishing a solid integration of business 

processes with existing line of business (LOB) applications and organizational data sources, 

moving BPMS to the cloud puts the focus on “cloud to on-premises” integration questions. 

From security perspective the main integration challenge in accessing on-premises 

applications is that these are typically isolated from external network by using a firewall. 

That’s why direct calls from SaaS application to on-premises applications are not possible 

(Figure 2.2). To avoid this issue SaaS and on-premises applications can be integrated the way 

that all requests are sent from local network only (by on-premises applications). The main 

disadvantage of this approach is that it is not scalable and may significantly increase the load 

on network infrastructure, especially if information in on-premises applications is modified 

frequently [55]. In addition, this approach cannot be used in integration scenarios where 

communication is initiated by an event in SaaS application. 

On-Premises
Application

On-Premises
Application SaaS

Application

SaaS
Application

HTTPS

HTTPS

 

Figure 2.2. Communication between SaaS and on-premises applications (adopted from [55]) 

There are several known technical solutions that allow SaaS applications to send requests 

to on-premises applications:  

1) Publishing services provided by on-premises applications as web services to external 

network (by using web services provided by the system, or developing custom ones). In 

case of complex network infrastructures publishing web services could require 

significant effort. In addition, this approach requires constant involvement of IT 

department to publish or unpublish web services. It also has security risks as in case of 

incorrect configuration of web services external parties can get access to information 

stored in on-premises applications (for example, if addresses from which connecting to 
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these services is allowed are not limited, or authentication mechanism is not configured) 

[55]; 

2) Configuring Virtual Private Network (VPN) channel between SaaS application and local 

network. As a result SaaS application is connecting to on-premises applications directly 

and requests are not sent through the firewall [87, 103, 118]. This approach is 

implementable only if Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud option is used, as in this 

case organization controls servers in cloud computing environment at infrastructure 

level. In case of SaaS applications, when organization is using information system as a 

service, VPN cannot be configured; 

3) Using communication proxy that is located in external network and is available to SaaS 

and on-premises applications (relayed messaging) [56, 114]. This approach allows SaaS 

and on-premises applications to communicate the same way, as when both systems are 

deployed in the same network without the need to reconfigure the firewall. However, to 

build integration corresponding web services must be configured in special way that all 

requests are sent through communication proxy; 

4) Deploying special communication agent in local network, that handles requests from 

SaaS application [31, 55, 75, 102]. The agent opens communication channel to SaaS 

application and waits for incoming requests. After receiving a request the agent connects 

to on-premises applications by using web services or database interfaces. This approach 

does not require any configuration to on-premises applications or the firewall. It also 

allows to reduce security risks as all communication between SaaS and on-premises 

applications is controlled by communication agent. 

Analyzing specifics of BPMS integration scenarios the following additional SaaS 

integration requirements were identified during the research [62]: 

1) Performing complex computations close to data sources in internal network (dealing 

with large amounts of data); 

2) Performing complex transformations and computations with data stored in on-

premises application in internal network (for security and privacy reasons); 

3) Implementing rapid changes in integrations (to adapt business process to changes in 

the environment); 

4) Accessing legacy systems and specific devices that are deployed on-premises and have 

no web services or database interfaces. 

Table 2.1 shows how these specific integration requirements are addressed by existing 

technical solutions. VPN option is not included as it cannot be used in SaaS integration 

scenarios, when organization is using information system as a service and cannot control 

servers in cloud computing environment at infrastructure level. 
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Table 2.1. BPMS specific integration requirements in existing technical solutions 

Requirement 

Technical solution 

Publishing existing 

web services 

Implementing 

specific web services 

Communication 

proxy 
Communication agent 

1) Complex 

computations close 

to data sources 

Not possible Partly. Computations 

and transformations 

in local network are 

possible only on 

servers where 

implemented web 

service is deployed 

Not possible Partly. Computations and 

transformations in local 

network are possible only on 

servers, where 

communication agent is 

deployed 

2) Transformations 

and computations 

in local network 

Not possible Possible Not possible Possible 

3) Rapid changes 

in integrations 

Not possible, as 

publishing or 

unblishing web 

services requires IT 

involvement 

Not possible, as 

publishing or 

unblishing web 

services requires IT 

involvement 

Not possible, as 

web services 

must be 

reconfigured 

Partly. Depends on 

implementation. Usually 

part of integration 

configuration information is 

stored in local network and 

is tightly coupled with web 

services and database 

interfaces of on-premises 

applications 

4) Accessing 

specific systems 

and devices 

Not possible Possible Not possible Usually is not possible. 

Depends on implementation 

of communication agent. 

Systems and devices must 

be available for direct 

requests from 

communication agent, what 

is typically not possible in 

distributed and dynamic 

environments 

 

As seen from the table above, none of existing solutions fully addresses specific cloud-

BPMS integration requirements. In the thesis these integration problem is solved by using 

mobile agents [62]. Implementation details and approbation results of proposed solution are 

covered in Chapter 4 

2.3. Intelligent Agents in Business Process Management Systems 

There are two scenarios, how agents can be used in business process management: agent-

supported BPM and agent-driven BPM [12, 123]. In the first scenario intelligent agents 

support business processes, which are operated by BPMS, for example, agents may help users 

to complete tasks assigned during a business process, handle work items automatically or 

ensure communication between BPMS and external applications. In the second – agents are 

driving the process encapsulating the whole logic. 

Analyzing implementation of agents in both scenarios [12, 123] the following conclusions 

are made: 

1) Agent-supported BPM scenario can be used with any BPMS that provides integration 

protocols for external systems, for example, web services; 
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2) To enable agent-driven BPM scenario BPMS must be implemented in specific way, 

named Agent-BPMS architecture. Agent-BPMS is multi agent system where Each 

agent is responsible for one or multiple workflow steps, and communicating with 

other agents decides which step should be executed next [27, 42]; 

3) Combining both scenarios allows to ensure agent-driven execution for some part of 

business process that is operated by WBPMS. 

In cloud-BPMS scenarios developers cannot affect architecture and implementation of 

BPMS system, thus cannot implement full agent-driven BPM scenario. However, cloud-

BPMS usually provide various integration interfaces [55], which may be used to implement 

agent-supported BPM scenarios. It also allows to combine agent-supported and agent-driven 

BPM approaches to ensure that on some stage business process is executed in agent-driven 

mode. 

In the thesis MAs are used to address specific cloud-BPMS integration requirements. 

Developed integration approach is shown on Figure 2.3. Organization is using a cloud-BPMS 

through an existing internet connection. Organization’s internal environment consists of 

employees, various devices, information systems and data storages. To integrate this internal 

environment with cloud-BPMS a MA infrastructure should be deployed in organization. On 

client side this requires installing agent execution environment software on devices. In 

addition a communication proxy (agency) should be established. This may be deployed as 

part of cloud-BPMS, part of organization’s internal infrastructure, or a separate cloud service. 

The communication proxy should provide agent queue that receives agents and routes them to 

appropriate destination (BPMS or agent host). Execution of MAs is initiated in BPMS. MAs 

are traveling in the network and perform operations on different hosts. While transporting 

agents are packaged to special container (agent package). Details of implementation and 

approbation of the system are covered in Chapter 4. 

There are several benefits in using mobile agents in cloud-BPMS integration scenarios 

[62]. First, integration logic is stored in the agent itself (on BPMS side) what makes 

implementing rapid changes easier. Agents may also perform computation and 

transformations close to data sources as they may move between hosts in internal network. 

Deploying additional hosts (agent execution environments) close to data sources is also trivial 

what is especially important in highly dynamic environments. Finally, by implementing 

custom agent activities it is possible to integrate agents with legacy systems and specific 

devices in internal network. This may be achieved by modifying the agent definition only and 

without the need to deploy any specific components in client infrastructure. As a result 

proposed MA based approach addresses all specific cloud-BPMS integration requirements 

that were identified during the research. 
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Figure 2.3. Mobile agents in cloud-BPMS integration scenario [62] 

2.4. Conclusions 

Analysis of business process management systems led to the following conclusions: 

 Nowadays when implementing enterprise information systems the goal of developers 

is to ensure execution of entire business process by building integrations with existing 

specific systems that are used to work with necessary data; 

 When implementing enterprise information systems in cloud computing environments 

it is important to ensure integration with information systems that are deployed in 

local network of the organization; 

 Cloud-BPMS has additional integration requirements that cannot be fully addressed by 

any existing technical solution; 

 In the thesis new integration solution is proposed that is based on mobile agents and 

addresses all specific cloud-BPMS integration requirements. 
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The following theoretical results are achieved in this chapter: 

 Four specific cloud-BPMS integration requirements are identified; 

 Analysis of how these specific integration requirements are addressed by using 

existing technical solutions is performed; 

 As a result of analysis necessity to use MAs is justified; 

 The approach for integrating cloud-BPMS with on-premises systems and devices is 

developed. 

3. INTELLIGENT AGENTS 

In the second chapter by analyzing business process management systems (BPMS) it is 

concluded that when implementing enterprise information system in cloud computing 

environment it is important to ensure integration with information systems that are deployed 

in local network of the organization. Cloud-BPMS has additional integration requirements 

that cannot be fully addressed by using any existing technical solution. These requirements 

can be addressed by using mobile agents (MA). 

In this chapter the concept of intelligent and mobile agents (MA) is covered, architectures 

and implementation aspects of MA systems are analyzed and newly proposed workflow based 

approach for designing and executing mobile agents and common MA package format are 

introduced. 

3.1. Intelligent Agent Systems 

Agent technologies are one of the most actively researched areas in the last two decades. 

As is to be expected from a rather young area of research, even such fundamental concept as 

“an agent” has not been defined in a single unified and widely accepted definition. The agent 

metaphor subsumes both natural and artificial systems. Several approaches were made 

attempting to define what may be considered as an agent [65]. If the most general approach is 

used then “an agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through 

sensors and acting upon that environment through effectors” [86]. An agent may be 

considered as a computer system that is situated in some environment and is capable of 

autonomous action in order to meet its design objectives [119]. 

From the software point of view agents are a natural progression from objects. There is an 

ontological distinction between agents and objects [112]. Only agents are active entities that 

can perceive events, perform actions, solve problems, communicate and make commitments. 

Objects are passive entities with no such capabilities. 
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From the structural point of view an agent is a program and architecture. The initial phase 

for an agent program is to understand and describe percepts, actions, goals and environment 

[26]. 

Agent architecture specifies the decomposition of an agent to a set of modules and 

relationships between these modules. Several simple agent architectures are described in [86]. 

The most interesting architectures from the BPM point of view are goal-based, utility-based, 

learning, Belief-Desire-Intension (BDI) [120] and mobile agents (MA) [48, 49]. 

MAs are covered in more details as these are the key element of solution proposed in the 

doctoral thesis. 

3.2. Mobile Agent Systems 

Mobile agents (MA) are self-contained and identifiable computer programs that can move 

within the network and act on behalf of the user or another entity. During the move entire 

program code and execution state is transferred. When MA reaches destination host execution 

of the program is continued from the last saved state [49, 50, 66]. MA systems are platforms 

that provide capabilities to create, execute, transfer and terminate MAs. Not all MA systems 

provide support for state mobility [20, 104]. The term strong mobility is used to describe 

systems that can capture and move execution state with the agent. In agents that support 

strong mobility it is guaranteed that all variables will have identical values after moving to 

another host. Weakly MA systems usually support the capture of most of a program’s data, 

but restart the program from a predefined program point and thus require some programmer 

involvement at each migration. The advantage of strong mobility is that the result of 

migrating is well defined and easier to understand. 

There are two main scenarios that must be addressed by MA systems [59]: creating an 

agent and transferring an agent. To create an agent MA system creates an instance of the 

agent class on a default host, or a host the client specifies. The agent class specifies the 

implementation of the agent. During the execution MA may request the source agent system 

for a transfer to another host or agent system. To start this process host or agency on a 

sender’s side needs to initiate agent’s transfer: suspend the agent, identify transferable agent's 

state, serialize the agent class and state, encode it for the chosen transport protocol, provide 

authentication information to the server, and transfer the agent. To receive an agent 

destination host needs to authenticate client, decode the agent, deserialize the agent class and 

state, instantiate the agent, restore the agent state and resume agent execution. Serialization is 

the process of storing an agent in a serialized form, sufficient to reconstruct the agent. 

Deserialization is the inverted process [59]. 
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There are two general approaches of transferring MAs: transferring via central agency and 

direct transferring between hosts [101]. In the first scenario source host sends MA to central 

agency, and then MA is transferred to target host. In the second scenario source host sends 

MA directly to target host, what allows to reduce the load on networks as MA is transferred 

only once. In this case source and destination hosts must be connected to single network. If 

network connection between hosts is not available only the first approach can be used. 

A security aspect of MA as a technology is raised as the biggest concern by various authors 

[9, 19, 25, 64]. It is important to protect agent hosts during MA execution and agents itself. 

Designing MA system developers may use the following techniques to protect agent hosts: 

authenticating credentials, access-level monitoring and control, code verification, limitation 

techniques (time, range, and duplication limits) and audit logging. In addition, the following 

techniques may be used to protect agents itself: fault tolerance and encryption (code 

obfuscation, encrypted data manipulation). 

There is no reference architecture for MA systems defined. While implementing common 

requirements of MA systems developers had created different architectures of MA systems. 

Analyzing implementation and architectures of known MA systems several base components 

can be identified (Figure 3.1) [90, 91, 104]. These components allow to ensure the entire 

lifecycle of MA. 

API

Agency

Execution layer

Mobility Communication Persistence

Management services

Agent security

Server layer

Host security

Network

API

Agency

Execution layer

Mobility Communication Persistence

Management services

Agent security

Server layer

Host security

Network

Host 1 Host 2
 

Figure 3.1. Components of mobile agent system (adapted from [91]) 

MA lifecycle consists of multiple stages. First user initiates agent execution by using 

system API. API forwards the request to agency that provides core capabilities of MA system, 

and the system initiates MA execution. Mobility and communication components ensure core 

mobility and communication capabilities of MAs. Persistence component ensures fault 

tolerance while executing MAs. Management services implement serialization and conversion 

operations that are used to prepare agent for transferring. Agent security component encrypts 

the entire MA or separate parts to ensure that these are not modified while transferring MA 

over the network. Server layer provides capabilities to generate unique names for agents, what 

allows to track agents during execution. Host security component assigns credentials that are 

required for authentication in MA systems or hosts. Network component encrypts MAs 
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according to requirements of transport protocol that is used. After transferring is completed, 

network component decrypts received request. Host security component validates 

authentication credentials. Then unique name of MA is registered at server layer, agent 

security components decrypt MA, but management services perform deserialization and 

conversion operations. Finally execution of MA is continued at destination host. 

There are many MA platforms available, with over 100 such systems implemented in the 

last five years. However, according to researchers the following may be considered as the 

most popular: Telescript, NOMADS, SafeTCL, D'Agents, JavaSeal, Mole, Aglets, Lime, 

Messenger, JADE, Voyager, TACOMA, Grasshopper, SPRINGS, MAPNET and 

EtherYatri.NET [30, 81, 104]. Analyzing existing systems researchers conclude that weak 

mobility is by far the predominant approach [104]. Java is still the most popular agent 

implementation language, mainly due to both the popularity of the language and its support 

for dynamic loading and advanced security features [30, 104]. Microsoft .NET is more recent 

technology, which is also based on a virtual execution environment and supports the dynamic 

loading of programs, and is becoming more popular in recent MA implementations [81, 104].  

Analysis of existing MA platforms allows to conclude the following [63]: 

1) Known MA systems have similar requirements regarding the information that must be 

included in transferred MA package, however there is no common approach for 

packaging MAs. Every implementation uses specific form of serializing agent state and 

data, leveraging capabilities of technical platform used to implement MA system. In 

the doctoral thesis common MA package format is developed, which addresses generic 

requirements of MA systems (which are, for example, support for compression, digital 

signatures and encryption) and is extendable, what allows it to be adjusted to additional 

requirements of specific scenario; 

2) Analyzing agent development experience it should be noted that also some platforms 

are providing graphical user interface, MAs are developed by using some programming 

language. It is expected that user creating MA has at least basic programming skills. In 

MA systems implementing weak mobility approach details of saving agent’s state and 

restarting execution are also not obvious for end-users with no technical knowledge. As 

a result users having no programming experience cannot develop MAs. This makes 

existing systems inappropriate for cloud-BPMS integration scenarios, where users 

having no programming skills must be able to implement rapid changes in MA 

behaviors. To solve this problem new workflow based approach for designing and 

executing mobile agents is developed in the doctoral thesis. 
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3.3. Workflow Based Mobile Agent System 

3.3.1. Agent Development and Execution Process 

Workflow based MA system developed in the thesis relies on using workflows for 

designing and executing MAs. MA design and initiation process is organized in three steps 

(Figure 3.2) [62]: 

1) Business analyst defines agent behavior using special application proposed in the 

thesis that allows defining sequential agent behaviors as steps of a workflow. As a 

result Agent Definition package is created (.awfd file); 

2) Agent Definition package is then uploaded to BPMS; 

3) BPMS initiates execution of an agent. At this point Agent Instance package is created 

(.awfx file). 

Agent Designer BPM system

Agent Definition
(*.awfd)

1. Create 2. Load to

Agent Instance
(*.awfx)

3. Start execution

 

Figure 3.2. Agent development process [62] 

Figure 3.3 shows example of Agent Designer application that was developed as part of 

AgentWF prototype. While designing MA analyst defines agent workflow (central part of the 

tool) by adding steps from the set of available activities (left tool pane). Agent migration to 

another host is initiated by using special workflow activity called MoveAgentToHost, 

providing the name of target host as an attribute.  

Figure 3.4 shows MA execution process that contains the following steps: 

1) External system or user is initiating the process, by sending MA package and specifying 

the name of the host, where agent must be executed: Host1. Agency handles this request 

and saves MA package in agent queue; 

2) Hosts are regularly sending requests to the agency to check if there are any agents 

registered in agent queue that are waiting for execution on this host. After sending this 

request Host1 detects that there is MA that is waiting for execution and downloads MA 

package; 

3) Host1 deserializes MA package and starts execution of agent workflow; 

4) When the workflow reaches MoveAgentToHost activity with attribute Host2, executing 

host receives transfer request from MA; 
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5) Host1 stops execution of MA, saves execution state and information about target host 

(Host2) into MA package, and sends MA package to the agency. The agency handles the 

request and saves MA package into agent queue; 

6) Host2 detects that there is an agent waiting for execution and downloads MA package; 

7) Host2 deserializes MA packages and continues execution of agent workflow from saved 

state; 

8) When all workflow activities are executed, Host2 receives notification that execution of 

MA is completed; 

9) Host2 saves final state of MA into MA package and sends MA package to the agency. 

The agency handles the request and saves MA package into the queue of completed 

MAs; 

10) The agency sends MA package from the queue of completed MAs to the system that has 

requested MA execution. 

 

 

Figure 3.3. AgentWF Agent Designer application 
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Figure 3.4. Agent execution process 

Agent transferring is implemented by using transferring via central agency approach. This 

allows to transfer MAs in scenarios when hosts are not deployed in single network or are 

dynamically moving in the network. 

Workflow based approach for designing and executing mobile agents allows to ensure 

strong mobility. While transferring MA the package contains complete workflow execution 

state. After transferring to target host is completed workflow execution is continued from the 

last saved state. The process of transferring MAs does not require programmer involvement. 

3.3.2. Agent Package Format 

Introducing common MA package format could allow not only to establish interoperability 

between different MA systems (what is already addressed in other existing researches and is 

driven by introducing common MA standards [59, 76]), but also to use common tools for 

authoring and monitoring MAs [63]. 

MA package is hierarchical container built according to Open Packaging Conventions 

(OPC) specification. OPC describes a way how to pack any information. The package is 

constructed from parts and relationships between them. OPC is based on open technologies 

(XML and ZIP file formats) and is documented as part of ECMA specification for Open XML 

formats [100]. 

OPC is applicable for creating MA packages because of the following features [63]: 

 OPC is open standard; 

 MA package may contain any data (also encrypted); 

 format is extendable what allows adapting MA package to specific requirements later; 
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 format supports digital signatures; 

 MA package is archived using ZIP algorithm what allows to reduce amount of 

information that is transferred over the network. 

Different MA systems have similar requirements regarding the information that must be 

included in MA packages. After analyzing these requirements the following MA package 

objects were identified [63]: package manifest, agent properties, agent body (agent program), 

agent state, input data, output data, supporting files, resource files, supporting assemblies, 

agent execution log and configuration settings (Figure 3.5). 
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Figure 3.5. Agent package [63] 

MA package objects and relationships are split into three categories: 

 agent definition components are digitally signed, to ensure that these are not modified 

while creating agent instance or executing MA; 

 agent instance components can be created or modified when creating MA instance, but 

cannot be modified during MA execution; 

 components that can be modified during MA execution. 
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Figure 3.5 shows package objects and relationships. Relationships and objects are 

numbered to describe types for relationships and content types for objects. It also shows three 

categories of package components described above, as well as components that are digitally 

signed and objects that are encrypted. 

MA package format was implemented as part of AgentWF prototype. 

3.4. Conclusions 

The main conclusions are the following: 

 Mobile agents (MA) are self-contained and identifiable computer programs, that can 

move within the network and act on behalf of the user or another entity. During the 

move entire program code and execution state is transferred; 

 Not all MA systems provide support for state mobility. The term strong mobility is 

used to describe systems that can capture and move execution state with the agent. 

Weakly MA systems usually support the capture of most of a program’s data, but 

restart the program from a predefined program point and thus require some 

programmer involvement at each migration. The advantage of strong mobility is that 

the result of migrating is well defined and easier to understand; 

 There are two general approaches of transferring MAs: transferring via central agency 

and direct transferring between hosts. If network connection between hosts is not 

available only the first approach can be used; 

 When designing MA system it is important to protect agent hosts during MA 

execution and agents itself during execution and transfer; 

 Known MA systems have similar requirements regarding the information that must be 

included in transferred MA package, however there is no common approach for 

packaging MAs defined; 

 In the doctoral thesis common MA package format is developed, which addresses 

generic requirements of MA systems and is extendable, what allows it to be adjusted 

to additional requirements of specific scenario; 

 Analyzing agent development experience in known MA systems, it is noted that also 

some platforms are providing graphical user interface, MAs are developed by using 

some programming language. It is expected that user creating MA has at least basic 

programming skills, what makes existing systems inappropriate for cloud-BPMS 

integration scenarios; 

 In the doctoral thesis new workflow based approach for designing and executing 

mobile agents is developed. MAs are designed by using special graphical user 
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application proposed in the thesis that allows defining sequential agent behaviors as 

steps of a workflow. Proposed approach allows to ensure strong mobility. 

The following theoretical results are achieved in this chapter: 

 Analyzing known MA systems two aspects are identified, that must be improved to 

use MAs in cloud-BPMS integration scenarios: 

o Users having no programming skills cannot develop MAs; 

o No common format for packaging MAs is defined; 

 New workflow based approach for designing and executing mobile agents is 

developed that allows users having no programming skills to develop MAs; 

 Common MA package format is developed, which addresses generic requirements of 

MA systems and is extendable, what allows it to be adjusted to additional 

requirements of specific scenario. 

4. MOBILE AGENT SYSTEM FOR CLOUD-BPMS INTEGRATION 

In the third chapter proposed workflow based approach for designing and executing MAs 

and MA package format are introduced.  

This chapter covers proposed MA system architecture, AgentWF prototype implementation 

details, approbation scenarios and results. 

4.1. Design and Architecture of Mobile Agent System 

4.1.1. System Architecture 

In the thesis as a result of analysis of business process management systems (BPMS) and 

mobile agent (MA) systems several requirements where identified that must be addressed 

while implementing MA system to integrate cloud-BPMS with on-premises systems and 

devices: 

1) Ensure integration with cloud-BPMS without the need to reconfigure firewalls or 

network infrastructure; 

2) Address specific integration requirements of cloud-BPMS; 

3) Ensure scalability at all levels of the system and mechanisms to add new components 

dynamically to support evolution of the system over time; 

4) Ensure core requirements of MA systems; 

5) Address common security aspects while handling enterprise data; 

6) Support transferring MAs in complex network infrastructures – when agent hosts are 

not connected to single network or are dynamically moving in the network; 

7) Allow users having no programming skills to develop MAs. 
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To address these requirements new MA system architecture is developed in the doctoral 

thesis. The system implements agent-supported BPM approach. Design and execution of MAs 

is performed by using workflow based approach developed in the thesis. MAs are stored and 

transferred in packages that are created by using common MA package format developed in 

the thesis. Figure 4.1 shows architecture of the system. 
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Figure 4.1. System architecture [62] 

Components of MA system are split into three categories: MA design tools, agency 

components and agent host components. 

Agency consists of the following five components: 

 Protocol Handler that ensures communication with specific BPMS; 

 Agency Service that ensures core agency operations and communication with BPMS; 

 Agency Database that stores information about agent hosts, MAs and MA execution 

sessions; 

 Agency Proxy that handles requests from agent hosts; 

 Agency Monitor that is used to monitor current state of the agency. 

Agency scalability is achieved by deploying additional instances of Agency Services and 

Agency Proxies, and by increasing performance of database servers hosting Agency Database. 

Agent host consists of the following five components: 

 Agent Host Service that ensures core agent host operations and communication with 

agency; 

 Agent Host Database that stores information on MAs and their execution states; 

 Agent Dispatcher service that manages execution of MAs; 

 Agent Executor that is used to execute MAs in isolated process; 

 Agent Host Monitor that is used to monitor current state of the agent host. 
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Scalability of agent hosts is achieved by deploying additional instances of Agent Host 

Services and Agent Dispatchers, and by increasing performance of database servers hosting 

Agent Host Database. 

System architecture is designed the way that all communication is initiated from client-side 

only: from agency to BPMS and from agent hosts to agency. Communication is performed 

through widely adopted protocols HTTP and HTTPS. Proposed architecture is based on the 

following standards and open specifications: OPC [100], XML [18], XML encryption [122], 

XAML [17, 121], JSON [45], X509 certificates (digital signing and encryption) [38, 39]. MA 

execution process is organized the following way: 

 MA execution is initiated in external system. External system defines from which agent 

definition MA instance must be created. It also provides MA instance initialization 

parameters: input data, supporting files and the name of the host where MA execution 

must be started; 

 Agency Service is regularly sending requests to external system in order to check if 

there are MAs that are awaiting execution in this agency. To start execution of MA, 

Agency Service downloads MA definition and instance initialization parameters, creates 

new MA instance and assigns unique identified (ID) to it. MA instance is registered in 

Agency Database. In addition Agency Service can validate digital signature that is used 

to sign MA definition, and accept for execution only agents that are signed with specific 

certificates; 

 Agent Host Service is regularly sending requests to Agency Proxy in order to check if 

there are MAs that are awaiting execution on this host. If such MA exists Agency Proxy 

registers new agent execution session in Agency Database and sends MA to the host. 

Agent Host Service downloads MA and registers it in Agent Host Database. By 

analyzing certificate used to sign MA package Agent Host Service determines which 

Agent Dispatcher will handle execution of MA. This allows executing different MAs 

using different security settings, as every Agent Dispatcher is running as isolated 

process for which specific permissions to access resources of local system may be 

granted. From this moment Agent Host Service must regularly send notifications to 

Agency Proxy that processing of specific agent execution session is in progress. If 

Agency Proxy does not receive such notifications it assumes that processing of agent 

execution session was aborted (for example, as a result of hardware failure on the host). 

In this case Agency Service deletes registered agent execution session and updates 

execution state of MA back to “waiting for execution”; 

 Agent Dispatcher is regularly querying Agent Host Database in order to get information 

on MAs that must be executed in this process. MAs are executed in isolated Agent 
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Executor process. For every MA Agent Dispatcher creates new isolated process and 

loads workflow execution environment and global assemblies (assemblies that are 

available to all MAs which are executed by this Agent Dispatcher). Next, information 

from MA package is loaded into this process: MA assemblies, MA workflow and last 

saved state. When information from MA package is loaded, Agent Dispatcher starts MA 

execution and waits for completion. MA execution time is limited – if MA execution is 

not completed during this time interval, Agent Dispatcher aborts MA execution and 

assumes that MA execution is completed with an error. When MA execution is 

completed Agent Dispatcher updates MA package and saves it to Agent Host Database. 

After this MA is processed by Agent Host Service and sent back to Agency Proxy. 

Finally Agency Proxy updates MA package in Agency Database. Agent Dispatcher also 

handles complex MA workflow activities – transfer (MoveAgentToHost) and delay 

(Delay) requests. After receiving transfer request Agent Dispatcher saves updated MA 

package in Agent Host Database specifying the name of target host. In case of delay 

request Agent Dispatcher saves updated MA package in Agent Host Database 

specifying time when MA execution must be continued; 

 Agency Service is regularly querying Agency Database in order to get information on 

completed MAs and uploads these to external system that has initiated MA execution. 

4.1.2. Cloud-BPMS Integration Approach 

The following four components are required to integrate MA system with cloud-BPMS 

[61]: 

 Protocol Handler – ensures communication with specific BPMS;  

 Agent Definitions Store – stores agent definitions;  

 Agent Instance Store – stores agent instances;  

 Workflow Actions – allows to use MA specific activities while defining workflow 

models (for example, initiate MA execution, or handle MA execution result). 

Figure 4.2 shows these components and their relations with agency and agent designer 

application. 
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Figure 4.2. Integration with cloud-BPMS [61] 

Protocol Handler is mandatory component that is required to integrate MA system with 

BPMS. To implement Protocol Handler developers use integration interfaces provided by 

BPMS. If BPMS is not providing such interfaces, implementing Protocol Handler is not 

possible. All communication between agency and BPMS happens through Protocol Handler. 

Agent Definitions and Instances Stores are mandatory components that should be 

implemented as extensions to BPMS. In this case workflow models and definitions for MAs 

used in these are stored in single location (cloud-BPMS). This also allows to avoid 

developing separate mechanism to transfer MA execution results back to BPMS, as this is a 

part of MA instance stored in BPMS. Agent definitions are stored as MA package files 

(.awfd). Agent instances may be stored as MA package file (.awfx) or as unpacked collection 

of files (this simplifies analyzing MA execution results, as raw files are available and 

handling MA package is not required). 

If storing Agent Definitions and Instances in BPMS is not possible, separate storage must 

be implemented. This should address the following requirements [61]: 

 It allows to store MA package files (.awfd and .awfx); 

 It allows to publish MA definitions developed in Agent Designer application; 

 It provides communication protocols through which agency may download MA 

definition packages and upload MA instances. 

In this scenario it is also required to implement components that ensure information 

exchange between agency and Agent Definition and Instances Stores. In addition, it is also 

required to implement mechanism that transfers MA execution result into BPMS. 

Agent Workflow Actions allow using MA specific activities while defining workflow 

models. Implementing the following activities is recommended [61]: 

 MA initialization, specifying agent definition and initiation parameters; 
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 Starting MA execution; 

 Handling MA execution results. 

If BPMS does not provide mechanisms to extend workflow models with custom activities, 

MA integration should be implemented using existing workflow activities. For example, 

integration may be achieved by using standard workflow tasks [61]: 

 To initiate MA execution new task is created, including agent initiation parameters in 

task description; 

 When MA execution is completed, task status is changed to completed, and agent 

execution results are included in metadata of the task. 

In the thesis a special algorithm is proposed that allows to determine how BPMS 

integration components should be implemented based on technical specification of cloud-

BPMS (Figure 4.3). 

Analyze features of 
the system

Does the system support 
connections from other systems 

via external protocols?

1. Select protocol to be used for interation;
2. Implement protocol handler.

Integration is not 
possible

Yes No

Does the system provide storage options for 
Agent Definitions and Agent Instances?

1. Store Agent Definitions and Agent Instances in the system:
- Store agent definitions as .awfd package files;
- Store agent instances as .awfx package files or in    unpacked form;
2. Agent execution result may be communicated back to the system 
natively, as part of Agent Instance.

Yes

1. Implement external storage for Agent Definitions and Agent Instances, 
that supports:
- Storing .awfd and .awfx agent package files;
- Uploading .awfd files from Agent Designer; 
- Communication protocols to perform read/write operations by Agency;
2. Implement communication module for Agency to access external 
storage;
3. Decide, how agent execution result will be communicated to the 
system.

No

Does the system provide
options to extend workflow models 

with custom actions?

Implement custom workflow actions to:
- Initiate mobile agent;
- Start agent execution;
- Handle agent execution results.

Yes No

1. Decide, how agent execution will be initiated and started using existing 
workflow actions (for example, by creating a task with specific metadata);
2. Decide, how agent execution results will be handled using existing 
workflow actions (for example, analyzing completion status and metadata 
of workflow task);
3. Implement support for these actions in protocol handler.

 

Figure 4.3. Algorithm used to analyze cloud-BPMS integration options [61] 
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4.2. Overview of AgentWF Prototype 

To validate proposed architecture MA system prototype called AgentWF is developed. It 

implements all components of proposed architecture. AgentWF is built on Microsoft .NET 

Framework 4.0 technology what allows to use the following built-in features of the platform: 

 Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) [117] – designing and executing workflows; 

 Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) [115] – implementing communication 

between components of the system; 

 Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) [116] – implementing graphical user 

interfaces; 

 Packaging API [105] – handling OPC [100] packages; 

 AddIn Framework [1] – executing MAs in isolated environment; 

 Reflection [82] – dynamic loading of assemblies and classes; 

 Serialization [92] – serializing and deserializing information in JSON, XAML and 

XML formats. 

SQL Server Compact edition [98] is used as database management system to operate 

databases of agencies and hosts. This allows to simplify deployment of new agencies and 

hosts as installing and configuring database server is not required. AgentWF is not using any 

specific features of SQL Server Compact, thus solution can be used with other SQL Server 

editions as well [99]. 

To protect MAs and hosts the following security techniques are implemented in the 

prototype: 

 Authenticating Credentials – separate parts of MA package are signed using X509 

certificates to ensure that these are not modified while executing or transferring MAs; 

 Access-Level Monitoring and Control – MA is executed in isolated environment. 

Depending on certificate that is used to sign agent package the agent is executed with 

different level of access privileges; 

 Limitation Techniques – execution of agents is limited by various time metrics: for 

example, maximum execution time in the system, or maximum execution time for 

session on agent host; 

 Audit Logging – information on all MA activities is recorded in agent log; 

 Fault Tolerance – the state of MA workflow is persisted, execution is continued from 

last saved state; 

 Encryption – sensitive configuration information in agent package gets encrypted with 

X509 certificates. It can be decrypted and accessed only on agent hosts where specific 

certificate with private key is installed. 
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On Figure 4.4 MA system architecture (Figure 4.1) is supplemented with AgentWF 

implementation details. 
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Figure 4.4. AgentWF architecture [62] 

4.3. Approbation 

To validate proposed BPMS integration approach, MA design and execution process and 

MA system architecture, several approbation scenarios are implemented using AgentWF 

prototype. Approbation scenarios were adapted to local specifics by selecting technologies 

that are available or widely adopted in Latvia: 

 SharePoint Online (part of Office 365) is used as cloud-BPMS [69]; 

 Tildes Jumis accounting system is used as example of existing enterprise system 

deployed in local network [106]; 

 Latvian identification card (eID) is used to sign MAs [14]. 

The following six approbation scenarios are implemented: 

1) Designing and executing MAs: designing MAs using workflow based tool; ensuring 

strong mobility while transferring MAs; aborting MA execution in case of incorrect 

behavior; 

2) Protecting sensitive MA configuration information by using encryption; 

3) Integrating MA system with cloud-BPMS using SharePoint Online system as an 

example; 

4) Signing MA packages using Latvian identification card (eID); 

5) Integrating cloud-BPMS with on-premises application: using data from Tildes Jumis 

in SharePoint Online workflow; 

6) Integrating cloud-BPMS with devices in local network: using local printer in 

SharePoint Online workflow. 

The following conclusions are made as a result of approbation: 
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1) Proposed architecture of MA system enables integration of cloud-BPMS with 

information systems and devices in local network of an organization; 

2) Graphical workflow based MA design tool allows developing MAs without 

programming; 

3) The system ensures strong mobility: 

 while transferring the entire workflow state is included in MA package; 

 MA execution is continued from last saved workflow state; 

 the process of transferring MAs does not require to involve programmers; 

4) Involving programmers is required in order to develop: 

 additional agent workflow actions that are required, for example, to integrate MAs 

with specific information systems or devices; 

 protocol handlers to integrate MA system with BPMS; 

5) The process of installation and configuration of agencies and agent hosts requires 

specific technical knowledge. To simplify this process it is recommended to extend 

the system with special deployment wizards and graphical configuration tools for 

agencies and agent hosts in the future; 

6) Proposed BPMS and MA integration approaches analysis algorithm allows to 

determine possible integration scenario and components required for integration. To 

enable integration BPMS must provide interfaces for integrating with external 

systems. Analyzing other BPMS technical features developers should decide where to 

store agent definitions and instances, how to pass MA execution results to BPMS, and 

how to integrate MA execution initiation and completion operations with BPMS 

workflows and workflow design tools. In case of SharePoint Online all identified 

components were implemented by using extensibility options provided by BPMS; 

7) Approbation scenarios have shown that proposed integration solution addresses 

common security aspects while handling enterprise data: 

 Communication with BPMS is performed using secure channel (HTTPS); 

 Special service account is configured in BPMS. Minimum required access 

privileges are granted to this account: read-only access to agent definitions library 

and read/write access to agent instances library; 

 MA system is using credentials of this service account when connecting to BPMS; 

 MA configuration parameters that contain sensitive information, for example, 

connection strings, are encrypted; 

 MAs are digitally signed. Before executing MA the signature is validated to ensure 

that MA package was not modified. Agency configuration has a setting allowing 
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to specify which agents are approved for execution by the agency, based on 

certificate used for signing MA package; 

8) X509 certificates are used for signing and encryption. This allows to use certificates 

issued by existing certification authorities, for example, signing certificates on Latvian 

identification card; 

9) MA based integration solution allows to implement asynchronous integration 

scenarios. Proposed solution is not applicable in scenarios, when it is required to 

ensure: 

 real time synchronous integration (BPMS sends request and is waiting for 

immediate response from enterprise information system); 

 minimal possible request processing time (as transferring MAs significantly 

increases request processing time). 

4.4. Conclusions 

The main conclusions are the following: 

 MA system architecture developed in the doctoral thesis implements agent-supported 

BPM approach. Components of MA system are split into three categories: MA design 

tools, agency components and agent host components. Design and execution of MAs 

is performed by using workflow based approach developed in the thesis. MAs are 

stored and transferred in packages that are created by using common MA package 

format developed in the thesis. Proposed architecture is based on the following 

standards and open specifications: OPC [100], XML [18], XML encryption [122], 

XAML [17, 121], JSON [45], X509 certificates (digital signing and encryption) [38, 

39]; 

 The following four components are required to integrate MA system with cloud-

BPMS: protocol handler, agent definitions store, agent instances store and agent 

workflow actions. There are several ways to implement these components. In the 

thesis a special algorithm is proposed that allows to determine how BPMS integration 

components should be implemented based on technical specification of cloud-BPMS. 

It is recommended to implement stores for agent definitions and instances as 

extensions to BPMS. If BPMS provides mechanisms to extend workflow models with 

custom activities, it is recommended to implement the following MA specific 

workflow actions: MA initialization, starting MA execution and handling MA 

execution results; 

 To validate proposed architecture MA system prototype called AgentWF is developed. 

It implements all components of proposed architecture; 
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 To validate proposed BPMS integration approach, MA design and execution process 

and MA system architecture, six approbation scenarios are implemented using 

AgentWF prototype; 

 Approbation results prove that developed MA system architecture implements all 

requirements that have been defined during analysis; 

 Proposed MA based integration solution allows implementing asynchronous 

integration scenarios. It is not applicable in scenarios, when it is required to ensure 

real time synchronous integration or minimal possible request processing time. 

The following theoretical results are achieved in this chapter: 

 the algorithm that allows to determine possible approach to integrate MAs with BPMS 

has been developed. It allows to identify components required for integration; 

 the architecture of MA system for integrating cloud-BPMS with on-premises systems 

and devices has been developed. 

The following practical results are achieved in this chapter: 

 The prototype AgentWF that implements all components of proposed architecture is 

developed; 

 The prototype is approbated to prove that it implements all defined functions. 

MAIN RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The goal of the thesis is to develop mobile agent based mechanism that allows integrating 

cloud-BPMS with existing enterprise information systems and devices, implement this 

mechanism in software system and perform evaluation of developed system. In order to 

achieve the goal the following tasks have been performed: 

 Analysis of development tendencies and actual research directions in business process 

management area, and which of existing problems are solved by using business 

process management systems; 

 Analysis of implementation aspects of business process management systems; 

 Analysis of specific integration requirements of cloud-BPMS and how these are 

addressed by existing integration solutions; 

 Analysis of existing mobile agent systems and evaluation of suitability for this 

integration scenario; 

 Development of architecture of mobile agent system that enables integration of cloud-

BPMS with on-premises systems and devices; 

 Development of prototype that implements all components of proposed architecture; 

 Evaluation of developed prototype in approbation scenarios. 
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The research has led to the following conclusions: 

 Organizations are interested in BPM area. Companies more often start using 

specialized enterprise information systems that support BPM implementation – 

BPMS. Special attention is given to cloud-BPMS technologies that allow 

organizations to reduce initial costs for implementing BPMS; 

 Nowadays when implementing enterprise information systems the goal of developers 

is to ensure execution of entire business process by building integrations with existing 

specific systems that are used to work with necessary data. When implementing 

enterprise information systems in cloud computing environments it is important to 

ensure integration with information systems that are deployed in local network of the 

organization; 

 Cloud-BPMS have additional integration requirements that cannot be fully addressed 

by any existing technical solution: 

o Performing complex computations close to data sources in internal network 

(dealing with large amounts of data); 

o Performing complex transformations and computations with data stored in on-

premises application in internal network (for security and privacy reasons); 

o Implementing rapid changes in integrations (to adapt business process to changes 

in the environment); 

o Accessing legacy systems and specific devices that are deployed on-premises and 

have no web services or database interface; 

In the thesis new integration solution is proposed that is based on mobile agent (MA) 

technology and addresses all of these requirements; 

 Analysis of existing MA platforms allowed to conclude that there are two unresolved 

tasks: 

o Known MA systems have similar requirements regarding the information that 

must be included in transferred MA package, however there is no common 

approach for packaging MAs defined. Every implementation uses specific form of 

serializing agent state and data, leveraging capabilities of technical platform used 

to implement MA system; 

o Analyzing agent development experience, it is noted that also some platforms are 

providing graphical user interface, MAs are developed by using some 

programming language. It is expected that user creating MAs has at least basic 

programming skills. As a result users having no programming experience cannot 

develop MAs. This makes existing systems inappropriate for cloud-BPMS 
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integration scenarios, where users having no programming skills must be able to 

implement rapid changes in behaviors of MAs. 

In the thesis all of identified issues are addressed and the following main theoretical results 

are achieved: 

 The approach for integrating cloud-BPMS with on-premises systems and devices has 

been developed, that is based on the architecture of mobile agent system proposed in 

the thesis; 

 The algorithm that allows to determine possible approach to integrate MAs with 

BPMS has been developed. It also allows to identify components required for 

integration; 

 MA system that is based on using workflows to design and execute agents has been 

developed. It allows users having no programming skills to design MAs; 

 Common MA package format is developed. It addresses generic requirements of MA 

systems and is extendable, what allows it to be adjusted to additional requirements of 

specific scenario. 

To validate theoretical results the prototype called AgentWF is developed and approbated 

in six scenarios: 

 Designing and executing MAs; 

 Protecting sensitive MA configuration information by using encryption; 

 Integrating MA system with cloud-BPMS using SharePoint Online system as an 

example; 

 Signing MA packages using Latvian identification card (eID); 

 Integrating cloud-BPMS with on-premises application: using data from Tildes Jumis 

in SharePoint Online workflow; 

 Integrating cloud-BPMS with devices in local network: using local printer in 

SharePoint Online workflow. 

Approbation of the prototype proves that it implements all defined functions. 

Results achieved in the thesis prove correctness of raised hypotheses. The goal of the thesis 

is achieved and all tasks are completed. 

The thesis is accompanied by a CD that contains installation files and source code of 

AgentWF prototype. The prototype can be used: 

 to integrate cloud-BPMS with on-premises systems and devices to address 

requirements of specific organization; 

 to validate if proposed approach and architecture of MA system can be used in other 

scenarios; 
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 as a sample implementation of proposed approach and architecture of MA system, that 

will help to implement similar solutions for other platforms or by using different 

technologies. 

Possible directions of future research are the following: 

 Analyze possible improvements in proposed integration solution, to make it applicable 

in scenarios, when it is required to ensure real time synchronous integration or 

minimal possible request processing time; 

 Extend proposed architecture of MA system to implement MASIF standard; 

 Analyze possibilities to use proposed MA package format in other MA systems and 

scenarios. 
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